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~.ccess In um ers

Our unique multidisciplinary team approach fits the treatment
to the child, not the child to the treatment.

What makes National Hospital for Kids in Crisis multidisciplinary
treatment teams effective is our dedication to meeting the
individual physical, emotional, educational, recreational and
social needs of each child or adolescent in our care.

Team efforts are coordinated by a primary therapist. Family

members, home school personnel and the referring agent
contribute to the client's Individual Treatment Plan.

The National Hospital for Kids in Crisis is anot-for-profit,
freestanding acute care inpatient psychiatric hospital located on
our scenic 300-acre campus.

•Child; preadolescent and adolescent psychiatric treatment

programs for ages 5-18, with other ages considered on a case-by-

case basis

• Dual-diagnosis adolescent treatment track

• Crisis Assessment Response Team mobile evaluations,
recommendations and referrals.

Each of these professionals
works for you:

• Licensed clinical psychologists

• Licensed social workers

• Board certified child and adolescent

psychiatrists

• Master level counselors

•Registered creative arts therapists

• Registered nurses specializing in

psychiatric nursing

• Certified addictions counselors

• Certified special education teachers

• School liaisons

• Certified recreation therapists

ONLY AT THE

National Hospital
forKids inCr~sis SM
5300 KidsPeace Drive
Orefield, PA 18069-9101

1.800-44-MYKID

Accredited by Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, The American Assopiation of Psychiatric
Services for Children, and Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools. Accepting most major insurers, including
Pennsylvania Medical Assistance, Capital Blue Cross/Blue Shield, and Keystone HMO.
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r~~ ~ Living in a
Culture of Ghan eg

Ifirst spoke to Edwin Poulin by telephone. "I am Edwin Poulin, deacon," he
said. His title intrigued me. "Deacon?" I asked. "Yes," he replied, "I am a

deacon of the Roman Catholic Church." It didn't mean much to me then.
Six weeks later, I had the sincere pleasure of listening to Deacon Poulin. He was

part of a group speaking on cultural diversity. He told us he was a shaman and was
called on sometimes to minister to the dying. Several times, he was called to a
hospital by a dying person and was denied admittance, not being allowed to
practice according to the dying person's religion. Poulin is a Native American.
Since he became a deacon in the Roman Catholic Church, he has not been denied
access toadying person's room.

Although this is his native land, many think of Poulin as adapting. Most think of
him as a survivor. Interesting stuff this cultural diversity.
One theme of the meeting was that we cannot understand people until we meet

them where they are. We may not be able to help clients if the concept of "help"
is based in our meaning of the word "help." It would be like asking an Arab child
to serve as a translator to his foreign-born parents when the child is the identified
problem. Interpreting a preference for one's own kind as clannishness or aloofness
may have more to do with language barriers than social barriers.
EA professionals can take the lead in cultural diversity in a couple of ways. First,

they can learn about the different groups that make up their workplaces. Then,
they can train employees and supervisors as well. Gender is also a factor because
women make up more than 50 percent of the workforce. (Seventy-eight percent of
women in their 40s are working, according to a USA Today poll, 3/29/94.)

Speaking of learning to adjust, I noticed EmployeeAssistance is at it again.
Recent meetings that I attended in Waco resulted in several changes to EA,
targeting the 1990s healthcare markets. Please join me in welcoming two new
regional sales managers, Connie Reineke and Mark Walsh. We are expanding our
sales force so we can teach more of our customers.

Editorial will shift somewhat as well. In each issue, continue to look for articles
covering aspects of the employee assistance field, but also watch for more on the
integrated EA/managed care programs. Finally, we will provide regular segments
on managed behavioral care. EmployeeAssistance Professional Report, our
newsletter, also is adapting to the changes. Expect a refocusing on legislative and
regulatory activities impacting the workplace.

In discussions with editorial advisers and readers, we have been asked for a
broader focus. EmployeeAssistance is now the magazine for people who assist
employees—watch for updates in future commentaries.

I

J. Chip Drotos, CEAP
Associate Publisher
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PIONEER HEALTHCARE is proud to announce
the addition of our newest treatment center.

GOOD HOPE CENTER
John Potter Road

West Greenwich, RI 02817
(401) 397-5029

OTHER
PIONEER

HEALTHCARE
FACILITIES

~~~~

,r ~.

Highland Ridge Hospital
4578 Highland Drive

Salt Lake City, Utah 84117
(800) 821-HELP

~ ?~:

GHC is a 49 bed alcohol and drug
dependency treatment center.
Located on 70 acres, it has indepen-
dentlystaffed programs for both adult
and adolescents. Good Hope, as with
all Pioneer Facilities, recognizes the
unique needs of each client. Our pro-
grams are tailored to the exacting
needs of the patient and referring
agency with the goal of a smooth,
efficient transition to the most
appropriate level of care. GHC is
JCAHO accredited and licensed by
the State of Rhode Island Division of
Substance Abuse for Inpatient, Out-
patientand Day Treatment Programs.

Mount Regis Center
405 Kimball Avenue
Salem, Virginia 24153

(800) 47-REGIS

PIONEER HEALTHCARE, INC.
36 Commerce Way, Woburn, Massachusetts 01801
(800)543-2447

1.ea~ling~ the w~a~~ i~z r~dcoltol a~t~l rli rig tre2t~raeTrt siT~ce 1976.
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Marin Grove
42 Grove Street

San Ratael, California 94901
(800) 77-MARIN
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Couples Face Lack of Societal Support and Role Overload

mong the work/ family stres-
sors that individuals bring to
EAPs, those associated with
dual-career couples are on

the rise. Couples. are struggling-with the
integration of family and work roles as
well as limited prospects of mutual career
satisfaction in the same geographic area.

In part, the stress in dual-career fami-
lies stems from the changing nature of the
workforce and the relative lack of societal
supports. Many corporations have recog-
nized the depth of this problem and made
policy and practical accommodations for
the career-directed spouse, but dual-
career couples in some fields seldom find
proactive approaches used.

DUAL-CAREER CHALLENGE.
Many of the following examples of dual
career stressors and satisfactions are
taken from couples in higher education.

Example 1. Tom and Elsa met in gradu-
ate school in Boston, each pursuing a
doctorate in humanities, in different
areas. Tom finished two years ahead of
Elsa and accepted a tenure track faculty
position at a large Midwestern university.
They decided to marry, and Elsa subse-
quently moved from Boston and joined
Tom. During the next two years, Tom
and Elsa made several inquiries regard-
ing ateaching position for Elsa at Tom's
university. During this time Elsa com-
pleted her dissertation. Once it was clear
that Tom's university was not interested
in assisting Elsa (after she was not
considered for a position that was open
and close to her .scholarly area), she
applied nationally. She received several
tenure track offers from highly' selective

,, colleges and universities.
In making a choice, Elsa was influ-

s enced by several factors; an important
one being receptivity to and assistance

~ for dual-career academic couples. While
little assistance was provided for her

EMPLOYEEASSIS'IANC~



husband and nothing was promised by
any of the schools, she chose the school
that might have the most potential for
her husband. For the next four years,
Tom and Elsa maintained a "commuter
marriage" during which time Tom was
promoted and tenured at his university.
It became increasingly clear that Elsa's
university could not offer Tom a tenured
or even tenure track position.
Tom and Elsa had always wanted

children. They weighed the numerous
barriers, then decided they would have to
compromise one of their careers. Tom
left his tenured position and joined Elsa
to begin a family.

Example 2. Elmer, an adjunct professor
teaching on a temporary basis, com-
plained of a general lack of interest in
many aspects of his professional and
personal life. He reported increased
worry and concern as well as significant
loss of concentration. He also noticed
that his use of alcohol was on the rise. He
reported having given up his tenured
position at another university because his
spouse was heavily recruited by a local
corporation and it was a clear advance-
ment for her.

Given Elmer's area of teaching and
research, the only position available was
a temporary teaching position. His
spouse would have been quite restricted
in advancing her career and unable to
make the kind of money she made now, if
she had remained with him where he was
tenured. The extent to which Elmer's
sense of self-wprth was tied to his profes-
sional identity created a moderate but
long-lasting ̀depression.

SOURCES OF STRESS. Barriers and
obstacles confronting. dual-career cou-
ples are the result of both internal and
external factors. Internal or psychologi-
cal barriers, which include both personal
factors—the individual's attitudes, values
and personality characteristics—and rela-
tional factors—interpersonal style
around power and control in relation-
ships—can disrupt a successful integra-
tion of work and family roles.

External or institutional barriers that
work against adual-career family reflect
a paucity of policies that address the
changing nature of the workforce and
economic realities affecting family func-
tioning (e.g., work/family programs, job-
sharing options and paternity leave—
assuming maternity leave is already part
of the policy). Furthermore, attitudes of

MAY 1994

employers, colleagues and friends toward
joint career lifestyles influence the social
context in which dual-career couples try
to resolve issues of role balance, integra-
tion of responsibilities and personal con-
tentment.
One of the first systematic studies on

dual-career families appeared in the
early 1970s.2~~ The authors identified five
areas of stress: identity and self-esteem
issues, role cycling, role overload, social
support dilemmas, and environmental
sanctions. Some authors more recently
have echoed these dilemmas in their

research 4~5 and oCl~ers have identified
additional areas of conflict and conceptu-
alized these areas of stress differently.b~~
A synthesis of both earlier and recent
literature yields a rather interesting com-
pilation of stressors that contemporary
dual-career couples face.l-3,s

ROLE PROBLEMS. It starts with prob-
lems in combining occupational and fam-
ily roles.l

Role Overload?~3 The demands of
children, domestic responsibilities and

continued on page 8
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continued frorn pnge 7

career achievement goals can lead to role
overload and stress. Even if Hired help is
retained at home, a variety of planning,
organizing and coordination of obliga-
tions still remains.

Identity Disruption?~3 Sometimes dual
career couples compromise their careers
to assist their partners' careers. In the
process of either re-establishing a career
or transitioning to a new career, the
individuals who make the sacrifices are
faced with emotional stressors that tax
their -self-esteem and confidence, and
they often struggle with redefining their
professional identity, which may nega-
tively affect their overall sense of self.

Example 3: Bob and Jane presented with
concerns about having more children.
Jane desperately wanted another baby;
Bob was very lukewarm about it. He had
been hired recently as a faculty member
and was very busy with research, teach-
ing and other demands.

Jane had an advanced degree in busi-

ness, graduated top in her class from a
prestigious university and moved here
leaving behind an impressive job in
another city. After some clarification and
discussion, Jane admitted that another
child would help solidify (in her mind)
leer identity as a full-time mother and fill
the void she felt in relation to giving up
her career.

Gender Role Conflicts.l Gender role
conflicts may arise within a marriage or
partnership related to how each member
has been socialized regarding gender
roles. Earlier gender socialization of
members of adual-career relationship
can lead to particular conflicts about
their adult identities, especially if they
share household responsibilities equita-
bly. Aredefinition of what it means to be
a wife and mother as well as a husband
and father is currently taking shape for
dual-career couples (based upon the
number of roles and responsibilities each
individual has) in an effort to reduce
these conflicts.

Reduce Stress.
Improve productivity,
health and well-being with

Human Synergistics' Stress Reduction Kit

Only 529.95 for the following:

The Stress Processing Report
A self-scoring evaluation that shows you the
19 characteristics that defeat stress. With the
Stress Processing Report you can:
~ Improve your physical health and well-being
~ Derive more satisfaction and meaning from life
~ Improve the quality of your personal and work

relationships
The Self-Development Guide
71 pages of insights, interpretations, prescriptions
and actions you can use to immediately reduce
the stress you feel.
Instructional Audio Tape
Dr. Lorraine Colletti-Lafferty and Dr. J. Clayton
Lafferty, psychologists and internationally known
stress experts, walk you through the entire process
in this self-help audio tape.

fall 800/622 7584 to order the
Humnn SynergisticsStress Reduction Kit.

Circle 4 on card.

MOBILITY. The synthesis also includes
dealing with occupational mobility and
job placement.l In the process of devel-
oping two individual careers within one
family, stress inevitably occurs at various
points when partners try to coordinate
career advancement. Finding two satisfy-
ing career positions within reasonable
geographic proximity that meet each
partner's desired lifestyle can be
enormously difficult. While either part-
ner may want to give equal weight to the
career decisions of the other, a strictly
egalitarian decision is impractical and
often proves to be impossible.

Example 4. Porter, a star professor in his
field was given a fully tenured position at
a major research university having come
from a selective, private, liberal arts
college where his wife was in a tenure
track teaching position. After being apart
for one year, she took a temporary
one-year appointment at her husband's
university. She was able to hold her

continued on page 10
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Tiffs for Dual-Career Couples
By Nancy R. Crocker, PhD

Many spouses find themselves faced with the choice between
living together and accepting jobs. The following tips .are
intended to help these partners think through the choice before
them and to assist the "trailer" partner. The image this term
evokes is worth thinking about by anyone considering becoming
a "trailer" partner. Do you feel like a powerless person being
dragged along behind your partner? Will you feel like that after
a year of unemployment? The psychological aspects of making a
decision about moving for someone else may ultimately be more
imporCant then the practical aspects.
Things to Ask Yourself When Faced with the Choice.
(1) How important to you is your career or the particular job

you have been offered? Is it just a pleasant job or is it whet you
have wanted all your life?
(2) Whose career is most in jeopardy at this time? Which

partner most needs to accept acareer-advancing position now?
If you clo not work for a year or two, can you jump back into
your career?
(3) Does it make sense for you to take turns relocating for

each other? If I move for you now, will you move for me in five
years?
(4) Is this a good time to combine starting a family with

"trailing?"
Ways to Stay Employable in Your Field (if you choose to trail).
(1) Work in a related area.
(2) Get a title.

CLINICAL SUPERVISION
IN ALCOHOL AND DRUG
ABUSE COUNSELING
Principles, ModeGs, Methods
David J.'Powell, Ph.D. with
Archie Brodsky
~~Powell's ̀ blended model' of clinical
supervision is a major original con-
tribution to the clinical supervision
literature as well as to the substance
abuse field. It synthesizes the psycho-
dynamic, skills, family therapy, and
developmental approaches to super-
vision into a coherent framework
that captures the essence of our
unique discipline.~~
—Carlton E. Turner, Ph.D.,
Former Director, Drug Abuse
Policy Office, The Whice House

(3) Publish or present at conferences, and be active where
you are.
How to Survive Emotionally.
(1) Try to be flexible, e.g., consider or try out another career.
(2) Recognize that you probably cannot have exactly what

you want.
(3) Prioritize your desires.
(4) Decide what will really drive you insane, e.g., living apart

or losing your career.
(5) Recognize coping strategies you have used so far. How

did you adjust to college life, or get through graduate school`?
Will those strategies serve you well in dealing with this problem`.>
(6) Talk these things over with your partner before either of

you get an offer.
What Else to Da
(1) Figure out wlio can help you and stay in touch with those

people. If someone within your partner's workplace has
promised to help you, do not expect that person to do all of the
work. The person who has offered to help is just your initial
contict point. Figure out how that person can help you and
discuss your ideas with him or leer.
(2) Commiserate with others who have the same problem.
(3) Remember that most people change jobs or careers

during their lives.

Crocker is n oi.siling scl~nlar in philosophy nr the Uitiversilp of Mic{tig«n. mtd a dual-cnrerr
spo~ise.
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AIDS IN THE
WORKPLACE
Legal Questions and
PracticaG Answers
Updated and E~anded Edition
William F. Banta
«The impact of AIDS in the
workplace intensifies with each
year of this epidemic. This new
book provides a comprehensive,
practical, easy to read reference
which pulls together timely infor-
mation on the wide ranging issues
facing companies in the current
legal and health care environ-
ment...a must read for all human
resources professionals.~~
—Patricia M. Armstrong, Ph.D.,
Vice President and Manager,
Employee Assistance Services,
Wells Fargo Bank

1993 0-669-28056-9 $35.00

For credit card orders,
call toll free 1-800-323-7445
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continued from pnge H

position at the college, but she was in
limbo as to what to do because the
university could not offer her a similar
tenure track position or a more perma-
nent teaching position.

PARENTING.1 Decisions about role-
cycling and childcare are key issues when
considering parenthood.

Role-Cycling. A significant part of a
dual-career couple's life span involves
family life-cycle functions. T'wo major
decisions that concern parenting are
whether to have children and/or when.
The timing of childbirth can be critically
important if partners wish to advance in
their respective careers. For example,
having children too early may create
problems for the career plans of both.
However, waiting too long may introduce
other difficulties related to age. The
couple's vigilance in discussing priorities
of family and career issues is necessary
for resolving role-cycling problems.

Childcare. Once the decision is made

to have children, the next challenge is to
locate quality childcare. For many par-
ents, this is a particularly stressful task
because of the relative lack of supportive
policies within many companies and
institutions and because of a growing
concern with potential sexual and physi-
cal abuse of children in daycare facilities.
In the context of institutional support,
more companies are offering benefits
such as longer maternity leaves (com-
pared to a generation ago), paternity
leaves and pretax benefits for the costof
childcare.

SOCIAL NETWORK 3~4 The lack of
time for nonwork and nonfamily activi-
ties is common for dual-career couples.
Thus, priorities must be made concerning
the extent of a close network of social
contacts. The stress and guilt surrounding
these choices may be significant and
associated with losing and changing pre-
viously close relationships.

SOURCES OF SATISFACTION.

Patient Satisfaction
A discharge plan that starts on the day of admission
Regular progress reports throughout the treatment process
Treatment plans that are individualized to address major problems and

attainable goals
Nurturing environment
Evaluations. provided free of charge 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Return of a productive employee to the workplace
Services that provide flexible levels of care

WORKING TOGETHER TO PROVIDE
QUALITY CARE

Harbor Oaks Hospital

~r

3503123 Mile Rd. New Baltimore, MI
For information, referrals and free assessments

1-800-537-7924

~brlef inpatient stabilization ~ partial hospitalization Rchemical dependency *dual diagnosis

Choosing to pursue a lifestyle with few
societal supports suggests there also
must be significant benefits. For the
male partner, potential benefits include
the opportunity for him to be involved in
parenting, unlike the previous genera-
tion. There also are greater opportuni-
ties for the male spouse to express
nurturance and bonding needs inherent
to interdependency.l Most importantly,
however, adual-career lifestyle can free
the male spouse from the cloak of total
economic responsibility.

For the female partner, the oppor-
tunity to develop a-sense of self separate
from her husband, economic independ-
ence and greater intellectual compan-
ionship and contentment, all resulting in
higher self-esteem are the more obvious
and important benefits.1,2,8

For both partners as a couple, there
are also benefits':
• The opportunity to be part of an
intimate relationship based on equal
sharing of power and initiative;
• The opportunity to stretch beyond

r

,~l~.Satilla
Par1e

The not for-profit specialists in
enTO~ional &addictive illnesses

• Addictive Disease

• Psychiatric

• Geriatric

2500 Satilla Parkway

Waycross, Georgia 31501

Crisis Line 1-800-362-COPE
(2673)

Business Phone 1-800-382-9873
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stereotyped gender roles; and
• Monetary gain from two incomes.

Despite societal pressures to maintain
gender-stereotyped roles and behaviors,
a fulfilling dual-career partnership
appears to depend on the couple's moti-
vation to constantly struggle with inte-
grating work and family roles. Several
studies point to at least two central
factors that are critical in maintaining a
successful dual-career lifestyle: mutual
spouse support9,lo and coping strategies
that reflect redefinition,. compromise,
and commitment.11,12

Mutual spouse support is critical to
effective coping. For example, such sup-
port may take the form of reinforcement
by the female spouse toward the male
spouse who is involved in childcare
responsibilities. Or perhaps, support
from the male spouse may be his consis-
tentpositive attitude toward his spouse's
career responsibilities, even when she
needs to stay late at work. For both,
strategies for coping include changing
one's way of thinking about a particular

problem situation.
In addition, strategies do redefine

roles can alter the source of the conflict
or problem and are most effective in
eliminating stress. For example, negoti-
ating for more flexible hours at work or
deciding that it is better to ask for a
paternity leave rather than a maternity
leave are strategies that can help the
couple break out of an entrenched way
of thinking about solutions.

LIFESTYLE CONTEXT. Challenges to
the dual-career lifestyle, such as equity
and egalitarianism within the relation-
ship and social supports outside the
relationship, all have a significant impact
on how long the dual-career marriage
will last. At first glance, an egalitarian
approach—equal division of labor
between spouses—may seem like a good
choice because it appears easy to
apply,13,1a but this can be too simplistic
and inflexible, which practically speak-
ing is less useful than a perspective based
upon equity.l

The concept of equity (a sense of
fairness) allows for considerable flexibil-
ity. It can provide a sense of liberation
from a rigid, generally unattainable
framework of 50-50 sharing of family
and career responsibilities. Based upon
my clinical work with dual-career cou-
ples, Ihave found. the equity concept
offers an important alternative frame-
work to communicate to couples.
Each individual has a threshold

''beyond which the imbalance of rewards
and consh•aints is no longer tolerable.
Thus, it is useful to assess where each
partner's threshold lies. When each part-
ner perceives a particular balance of
roles as fair, satisfaction seems to be
highest.

Footnotes far xhe text are available from
the editor upon request.

Ra~hbeen is the cons~dting psychologist for fncu[ty with the
faculty and staff nssistrmce progrnnt at the Ur~iversify of
Michignn in Ann Arba; and nn ndjunc(assrstnn(professor of
psychology.
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More EAPs Identify Legal Counseling As
The Single Most Needed. Service

• Almost every behavioral health issue can trigger a legal problem. That's
why some of the country's best EAPs now provide legal counseling through
LAWPHONE, a national legal assistance program.

• LAWPHONE helps you reach troubled employees who deny they have a
problem or are afraid to seek help. Encourage them to come to you when
substance abuse or family problem$ get them into legal trouble, Their legal
troubles'will signal your counselors that deeper problems may exist.

• LAWPHONE gives you attorneys nationwide to counsel employees over
the telephone or in person. You can quickly reach an attorney in any .state by
simply dialing our toll-free number.

• You'll be confident because our 10;000 attorneys are carefully selected and
monitored. Our average Access Attorney has 20 years of legal experience.

• Clients will value your services even more because you7l provide them
with a complete problem-solving package.

• Call now so you don't miss a single chance to help another troubled

1-500-535-1182
Adv7sory Communications Systems, Inc. • 4501 Forbes Blvd. •Lanham, MD 20706
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Family Therapy Techniques Are Key To Cultural Challenge

George T. Phillips, MA, LPC, LMFT

he Latino population in this country is the
fastest growing among minority ethnic and
racial groups. It is estimated that by the year
2000, Latinos will be the largest minority
group in the nation.
Latinos have been identified with a variety

of labels, such as Latin-Americans, Hispanics,
and Chicanos. The term Latino encompasses

Spanish-speaking individuals from a variety of national groups,
including those from the Caribbean islands, Central America
and South America. The largest group comes from Mexico.
While traditionally Latinos have lived in the western and
southwestern states, they are now living in all areas of this
nation:

Consequently, Latinos present a burgeoning challenge to our
country's EAPs and mental health systems. Latinas (referring to
females) have been using the system. In contrast, the presence of
Latinos (referring.•to males) in the EA counselor's office is a
relatively new phenomenon. Traditionally, it was unheard of for
them to seek help for mental health or relationship problems,
however, they have used substance abuse rehabilitation services.

Conventional mental health therapeutic and diagnostic
frameworks do not apply as easily to Latinos as to other groups,
leaving many counselors and EAPs unprepared to work with
them.

Five years ago, as the "men's movement' began to gain
prominence, I began to study how this movement applied to
Latinos. A search of research literature on the Latino male
indicated that although there were over 500 articles on men
published within the past five years, none of them applied to
Latinos. The little we know about Latinos is based on the
experiences of clinicians and empirical data collected on Latinas
and their children.

LATINOS IN CONTEXT. The Latino male is best understood
in the context of relationships because they are the defining
qualities of his life. He is strongly connected to family and
community. The individual who has a good self-concept
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generally perceives himself as being a good provider, a hard
worker, honest and faithful.

Traditionally,- the Latino's wife has defined herself as a wife.
A good wife was judged by the way she served her husband and
children—Did she always prepare meals for her husband, keep
the house clean and take care of the children? Her success has
depended on her willingness to be subservient to the male and
their children.

In the past, Latino marriages have been based on an agrarian
model of family functioning. The roles were fixed and clear-cut.
The term "machismo" was used to describe the male's behavior
as the traditional head of the household.

This model is similar to the nuclear family as conceptualized
by Talcott Parsons, the family sociologist. In the Parsonian
framework of family, the male had the instrumental role while
the female had the expressive role. The male worked outside of
the home and was the main contact with the outside world; the
female tended to the needs of the family alone. Family life
focused on the children and employment of the male. Fulfilling
social and financial responsibilities were hallmarks of a good
family.

Latinos have considered attention to romance and intimacy
necessary only during the courtship period and the initial years
of marriage. A Latina who had been married for 10 years came
in for therapy, saying, "He told me I should I forget about
kissing and affection—that was for kids and newlyweds.
Marriage is about work and responsibility, We have no time for
this silly stuff."
What Latino males are discovering is that the traditional

model of family functioning is relevant only in a traditional
society. When that society undergoes drastic change at work and
in the community, the old way of doing things falls short.

LATINOS IN THERAPY. The Latino male who comes in for
therapy usually is experiencing some type of crisis, which is the
catalyst that prompts him to seek help. The crisis outlook is
often summed up as, "What I know and what I do does not-work
anymore." The reason it does not work any more, in part, is that
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he has relied on communal roots and extended family for help in
resolving mental health or relationship problems. Once he
became a statistic in the sky-rocketing divorce rate, he lost most
of his support systems.
The Latino rriale generally resists seeking help until his

relationships li~ave been terminated or are in the end stages of
termination. Coming to the employee assistance program or to
a counselor is a last resort cry for help—"When all else fails, try
counseling."

Increasingly, Latinos are becoming peripheral figures in their
families. They are confronted with new demands related to
social change they were not raised to deal with. The marital
relationship is being restructured ("marital" in this article
applies to cohabitation as well as marriage). Wives expect more
from their relationships and are no longer tolerating a
subservient role. This leaves Latino husbands confused about
how to react to the new demands being imposed. They need
psychological resources, such as intimacy skills, communication
skills and problem-solving skills necessary for an interactive
marriage.

Latinos may react with anger as well as confusion when they
come in to the EAP. Culturally, they have had no exposure to
situations where they were expected to deal with therapeutic
issues. But now they may face fear of abandonment or avoidance
of intimacy through a "pursuer-distancer" relationship. In the
latter, the person seeking emotional fulfillment pursues the
distancer who avoids intimate behaviors (other than sexual

relations) for fear of emotional engulfment or a lack of control
of the relationship.

CULTURAL CHANGES. Cultural changes influence individ-
ual and family functioning. The traditional model of relation-
ships becomes dysfunctional in part because of acculturation.
The Latino home is being infused with ideas from the larger
culture. Children are the first to bring in new ideas; the women,
who seem to be more flexible and less conservative than the men
in adapting to new ideas and concepts, follow the children. This
makes the male likely to be the last in the family to adapt.
The function of maladaptive behaviors by Latino men can be

,seen as an effort to counteract the influence of change in the
family. These behaviors are designed to keep family function
and structure as he has known them. They may range from
benign neglect to drastic resistance in the form of possessiveness
or even violence.

INTERVENTION. Initially, EAPs and counselors will be doing
crisis intervention because the Latinos usually seek counseling
when they see no other option. Loss, of spouse. and family,
stemming from a pending divorce, separation or extra-marital
affair, is probably the most common impetus to seek counseling,
but the problem may appear to be substance abuse or a dramatic
change in mood or relationships with supervisory personnel or
co-workers.

continue! ai pnge 14
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The counselor's first goal should be to
stabilize the situation. Once stabilized,
the client undergoes assessment. If there
is a chemical dependency problem that
involves spouse battering or a threat to his
family from his presence, referral should
be made to appropriate resources. How-
ever, once chemical dependency treat-
ment is completed, the client should be
referred to a marriage and family thera-
pist so the substance abuse can be exam-
ined within the context of the marriage
and family.

Assessment and therapy from a mar-
riage and family therapy perspective
appears to be the most appropriate choice
for Latino clients. Using questionnaires or
other formal assessment instruments dur-
ing the initial session may be counterpro-
ductive. At that session, it is best to
concentrate on the client's willingness to
make necessary changes. Next, the thera-
pist should attempt to join with the client
and engage him in examining his current
life situation.

While many academicians have called
fora "Hispanic therapeutic framework,"
currently there is none. More important
than the therapeutic framework from
which the counselor operates are the
qualities and characteristics he or she
brings to the session as a therapist.
Counselors who approach Latino clients
with a sense of humor, treat them with
respect and dignity, and provide quality
services will earn clients' respect and find
them cooperative.

Latinos, like many men; are uncgm-
fortable with therapy. It is an unknown
entity. Consequently, a large segment of
the initial session should be spent on
informed consent with the client, stressing
confidentiality—the therapy room as a
"safe" room for solving clients' problems.
The client also should be informed what
to expect in the course of therapy,
especially that he will not be shamed. One
of Latinos' biggest fears is losing face—
such as a counselor making them appear
foolish or ashamed.

Next, the client should be given the

opportunity to discuss his reluctance to
come to therapy. The following is a
fictitious composite of a counseling ses-
sion.
Therapist: Eddie, I noticed you looked
angry and worried as I was. explaining
confidentiality and informed consent.
Could you tell my why?

Eddie: Well, man, how would you feel if
your wife of 15 years told you she was
leaving you and taking •our three kids. with
her? Wouldn't you be angry?

The client is now giving me information
pertinent to the assessment. I will pursue
what led to her decision, but not try to
discover his feelings about his wife in an
initial session.. Many Latinos feel it is too
personal a topic to discuss with a stranger.
I concentrate on an informal assessment to
find out who is willing to participate in
counseling, there I set therapeutic goals and
plan a strategy,

Therapist: Eddie, tell me about this loss.

STRESS IS NOT FUNl`1TY!
WHICH IS WHY WE DO NOT SELL WHAT

are popularly called "stress cards". Maybe [hey make
for a clever promotion, but we ac Sunsource are more
ineerested in remediation. That is why STRESSDOTS°
can be regarded as a serious tool in Sunsource's

'. stress managemenC program:.
Suess has two components, [he emotional

and the physical. Over 1,300 changes occur
in the body due to stress. And while the.

emoeional component of stress is
addressed regularly,

Che Sunsource program
was designed Co help you teach

others how Co relax physically. Stressdots
provide the wearer with an ongoing objective
way to monitor changes in their stressed moods.

Our unique relaxation exercises can be used while
experiencing a stressful moment, or for deeper

relaxation, in private.
The Sunsource program is currently being used by

Sunsource Health Products, Inc.
"Natural Ways To Better Living"

535 Lipoa Parkway, Kihei, Hl 96753

AT~i'T, .Dow Chemical, Owens Coining, USC at Davis,
Chase Manhattan Bank, Yale New Haven Hospital,

Scripps HospiCal. in San Diego,
Purdue University, and

many, many others.

It can be a s~ssDOrsm 5n~h
powerful addition to your stress to the bath of the hand.

management program. And best of all,
while being highly effecCive, it is inexpensive.

For more information, complete pricing and free samples please
call our customer service department today at 1-800-666-6505
and ash for our stress management information puchet.

*Peripheral skin temperature changes during the "flight or fight" response brougHt on by stress. SLressdots change color as mood changes occin.
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What has she been complaining about? (/
want him to realize L recognize his loss.)

Eddie: She kept telling me I was too busy
all the time, that I don't communicate.
What does she want? I work. I p~iy the
bills. I don't fool around on her.

At this point, it i,s im~~ortant to deter-
mine the availability of the s~~ouse for
conjoint therapy. For Latinos, individual
therapy is the least beneficial moclality. !f
the spouse is unwilling to participate,
individual therapy that focuses on loss arad
grieving is the most appropriate form of
intervention.

THERAPIST CHARACTEKISTICS.
MosC Latinos prefer to come to a male for
therapy, especially a Latino. However,
the gender or ethnicity of the thera}~ist is
not as important as the manner of coui~-
seling. Preconceived ideas, such as
"machismo is bad" and "all Latinos are
machos who want their way" are detri-
mental to good therapy. OP course,
countertransference is inappropriate in
any therapeutic d~eatcr.

Generally, behaviorist models do not
work because they infer 1 deficit in the
client. They may he used when needed iP
the client himself discloses his deficits to
the counselor. [n the course of therapy,
clients often let the counselor know of
skills they need to improve. For example,
a couple may talk about anger-control
problems—discussing disagreements
being handled ineffectively because of
temper tantrums. In e('fect, the counselor
acts as a consultant who tcachc;s behav-
ioral techniques for problem-solving.

LIFE-CYCLE ISSUES. An assessment
should include family of origin informa-
tion; especially pertinent Ire develop-
mental Ind family life-cycle issues.
Whether the client is native born or an
immigrant is relevant but need not be
pin•sued with ~l'tcr the initial session
because questions in this vein posed
prcmatw•ely may spark suspicion or

defensiveness. Family-cycle literature

indicates immigation adds at Icast two

stages of development that must be

mastered by family members if they arc to

continue growing as a Family.
Because work and responsibility are so

important in the Latino family, the chil-

dren are urged, indirectly by family origin,
conti~~ued un page 16
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Human Potential Lost.

•

No Potential Lost !

Relationship Makes the Difference

Griggs Productions, 2046 Clement St., San Francisco, CA 94121
Phone: (415) 668-4200 / (800) 210-4200 Fax: (415) 668-6004
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Fountain Centers ...Specializing In Chemical
Dependency Treatment Programs Since 1974.. .

Based on the 12-step program of Alcoholics Anonymous, Fountain Centers programs
emphasize family involvement in the treatment of chemical dependency, with
abstinence as the goal.

Hispanic Inpatient Treatment Program
~ Comprehensive Evaluation Process

Chemical use history
Bio-psycho-social evaluation
Degree of Acculturation Evaluation
Assessment of language issues

~ Spanish language diagnostic tools, educational
materials and resources utilized

~ 24-Hour Admissions

~ Confidential Assessments

~ Continuing Care

~ Post-Primary Care

For more information or to make a referral, ca111-800-533-1616.

Fountain Centers
408 Fountain St.

Albert Lea, MN 56007

A program of Naeve Health Care Association
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•Specialized inpatient and partial care

treatment exclusively dedicated to
females suffering from anorexia, bulimia
and related issues.

• State licensed and JCAHO accreditation
with commendation.

•Highly skilled professional staff of
psychiatrists, internists, psychologists,
RN's, masters level therapists and
registered dietitian providing
comprehensive individualized programs
and lengths of stay.

• Unique combination of medical,
nutritional and psychological
components blended with a non-
denominational Christian perspective.

• Individual, group and didactic therapy.
Nutrition, Addictions, Sexual Abuse and
Spiritual Growth groups. Equestrian, Art
and Body Image components. Complete
Family Week.

• Treatment covered by most insurances.
Expert assistance provided to
prospective patients in determining
availability of benefits or payment plan.

~' D

Center for Anorexia and Bulimia

Jack Burden Road Box 24£31
Wickenburg, Arizona 85358

1- 800 -445-1900
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There can be little doubt that EA
workers occupy key positions to detect
various surges across. the organization in
senses of injustice and feelings- of hostility
that may lead to aggression. EA contacts
can be a key strategy in early identification.
As mentioned, the EA worker need not be
the mediator, but mediation may become a
new avenue of referral for persons seen by
the EAP. It cannot, however, be effectively
used unless EA workers fully familiarize
themselves with mediation resources avail-
able to the workforce.

This does not mean that the EA worker
becomes some kind of whistle blower. Use
of mediation can be effectively imple-
mented without compromising confidenti-
ality because the employees from whom the
EA worker has received the information
must make the decision and take the
responsibility to participate in the media-
tion or negotiation process.

AN INTERPERSONAL VIEW. EA
workers need to remodel their thinking if
they are to operate within a conflict-
resolution framework.

Most EA work rests very heavily on the
interpretation of "troubles" within a medi-
cal context. This typically means the behav-
ior of concern stems from a problem that
depends on successful differential diagnosis
for accurate detection.

Within this framework, conflict is typi-
cally viewed as a consequence of individual
pathology, and efforts are made to identify
the disorders suffered by those who are
engaged in the conflict. While such a view
may be helpful and correct in many
instances, in others, it might be called a
disabling misinterpretation.

In conflict resolution, the focus is pri-
marily upon the conflict and secondarily
upon the parties engaged in the conflict.
Assumptions of psychopathology, codepen-
dence, enabling or similar ideas often will
not be helpful
The ultimate key to EA success in

adding access to mediation to its resouXces
is the ability to distinguish between conflict
and pathology. Again,• specialized training
as part of ongoing professional develop-
ment could be helpful here.

While many EA workers need more
information to become fully familiar with
these resources and their dynamics, still
others have been effectively engaging in
conflict resolution and mediation for a long
time. Such roles are surely not universal,

but it might be a helpful first step. for EA
workers to begin sharing with each other
how they have used these processes within
their daily activities. Such information from
the trenches would also highlight some of
the potential pitfalls that accompany
attempts. at conflict resolution.

MEASURING PERFORMANCE. I
would like to conclude with a related point
that stems from a broad vision of EA work.
EA workers probably spend a good deal of
their time in conflict resolution, but much
of this is invisible. This. points to a larger
issue that constitutes a major puzzle to me:
Why do EA workers continue to support

a framework of evaluation that focuses on
only one part of their work activity, on a
part over which they have little control—by
this I mean the near-universal pattern of
assessing EA performance on the basis of
the outcomes of employees who have been
referred to some form of care or treatment?

Not only does such a narrow focus
overlook potential EA contributions in the
arena of conflict resolution, but it over-
looks any EA work activity that does not
involve dealing with a "case." Frankly I
believe much can be said for minimizing
"cases" in EA work, this being a means for
truly contributing primary prevention in
the work environment.

Reflecting on the narrow means for
assessing EA work can produce a pretty
good parallel in my own occupation. I
would be evaluated on the basis of the
overall grade point averages or graduation
rate of students who enroll in my classes.
While my input makes a contribution to
both of these outcomes, the example makes
it crystal clear that there is a multitude of
other forces that impact these outcomes,
and it would be ludicrous to assess my
performance on outcomes over which I had
such minimal control.

Recognizing this, university professors
push hard to make certain that their
performance assessments include review of
a very wide range of activities beyond
classroom teaching. EA workers might be
well advised to keep such documentation of
their own work performance; and if and
when the occasign arises, present this to the
boss. Examining their own "invisible"
contributions to conflict resolution might
be an interesting, point of departure in such
a documentation process.

Romm~ is n resenrd~ professor of sociology any[ director of
the Center for Research on Derinnce nnA Belrnviornl Hen(Ih
n! die University of Georgia.
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The Hows and Whys Call for Thorough, Structured Planning

he evolving field of employee
assistance is forcing profes-
sionals to become more busi-
ness-oriented than they had to

be in the past. One of the decisions they
are facing is whether to write a business
plan for their EAPs and if so, how-.
The following questions and answers

will help walk the readers through that
decision..

Who is the Audience? When Should You
Write the Plan?

If you are considering starting an
employee assistance program, you will
need to determine how much capital is
necessary to start and maintain the pro-
gram. You also will need to have a clear
understanding of the marketing, clinical,
and financial strategies. Writing a well-
thought-out business plan will force you
to analyze these different strategies and
will go a long way in helping you develop
a successful LAP.

If you, currently manage an EAP, you
may be considering expanding its services
or merely want to have a better under-
standing of the financial, staffing, and
related resources that the EAP will need
in the future. Awell-thought-out business
plan can help you define this. Whether
you are starting or operating an EAP,
researching the various issues involved in
a business plan will better equip you to
ensure its success.

Who Should Participate in Writing the
Plan?

Individuals working within the EAP
should draft the business plan or as an
alternative, contract with an outside con-
sultant to write the business plan. The
latter is frequently done if the EAP staff is
not familiar with business plan writing, is
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not comfortaUle compiling a set of finan-
cial projections and/or does not have the
necessary time to spend researching and
writing the plan.

If the EAP staff decides to write the
plan, appropriate professionals should
write their sections. The clinical director
should draft the counseling model, clinical
approach, competition, and referral strat-
egy portions. The EAP director should
focus on the marketing, competition,
industry analysis, management, and finan-
cial sections. If the EAP is a department
or subsidiary of a larger entity, individuals
at the parent organization can assist in
drafting the plan. Whether.a consultant or
the EAP drafts the plan, it is wise to have
all senior managers involved in the proc-
ess.

Writing a well-thought-out business
plan can take several months. Much will
depend upon the amount and quality of
resources the EAP commits to the proc-
ess. Gathering the competitive and mar-
ket industry information also involves a
substantial amount of time. If you wish to
complete the plan over a shorter period of
time, hire an outside consultant expe-
rienced in writing business plans who can
devote himself or herself completely to
the process.

FUNDING. If you are writing a business
plan to secure funding, have the financial
projections cover five years. If you are
designing 'a new EAP, indicate to the
reader at what point the EAP becomes
self-funded. Understandably, there are
start-up costs associated with starting an
EAP that initially will cause the program
to generate losses.

If you are writing a plan for internal
purposes, at minimum, the plan should
address the next three years. This will

ensure that the plan incorporates industry
trends and market factors into the future
operation of your EAP.

PLAN SECTIONS. Depending upon the
reader, the level of detail in each individ-
ual plan section will vary. For example, if
you are drafting the plan as an internal
planning document, do not go into great
detail describing an EAP. If however, you
are starting an EAP, the description of an
EAP should be of greater length. In both
cases, include a discussion of the follow-
ing topics in the business plan:

I. Introduction—What is an EAP?
Initially, you will want to introduce the

reader to the concept of an EAP. It
should include a thoughtful discussion of
how an EAP works and why EAPs often
are more effective than other mental
health and addictive treatment services in
assisting employees with chronic and
situational problems. Briefly state the
mission of the EAP. Discuss the EAP's
primary goals, such as capturing addi-
tional market share, developing new serv-
ices or reaching a certain level of profita-
bility. The introduction should be no
more than one page in length.

II. Executive Summary.
Depending upon the complexity and

size of the EAP, a completed business
plan can be several pages long. The reality
is some people will not read the entire
document. Accordingly, include at the
beginning of the plan aone-page execu-
tive summary that incorporates the key
concept of each section of the plan. This
way you can feel comfortable that any
reader who has picked up your plan will at
minimum be exposed to the highlights of

continued nn page 20
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BUSINESS PLAN

con~im~ed fi•o~n pnge 19

the EAP's long-term strategy.

III. Counseling Model.
Given the range of counseling models

EAPs offer, you should explain to the
reader the specifics of your EAP. These
would include intake procedures, assess-
ment and referral policies and the degree
of counseling and follow-up services your
staff provides.. In this section, add a
description of your referral sources. If you
already have a developed network,
explain the credentialing procedures,
range of counseling sources and the
screening and follow-up procedures you
follow with referrals.

IV. Operations.
This section describes where the EAP

is located and the hours it operates: This
would be the place to describe any
programs or affiliated counselors you
manage. Presumably the EAP already has
or plans to implement reporting systems
that counselors must follow. Include a

DEVEREU

Psychiatric residen~ti11
treatment programs
for children a1~d
adolescents.

Specialty tracks designed
to ~nect tl~e needs of the...
emotionally disturbed, ,:
bel~aviarally disordered"
and dully diagnose +

discussion of the protocols and informa-
tion systems owned by the EAP.

V. Supervisory Training.
If your EAP is already in existence,

describe how you train supervisors. Also
discuss the strengths of this training
program and describe the areas you
intend to improve. If you are starting an
EAP, describe how you plan to train
supervisors. If you intend to or already
provide additional consulting services to
supervisors, outline any additional fees
charged.

VI. Employee Orientation and Educa-
tion.

Describe in your plan the EAP's policy
for educating new employees. For exam-
ple,when you secure a new contract, what
is the timetable for employee orientation?
What information do you give them and
what are the components you stress?
(Confidentiality of the program might be
one.) If you intend to offer the employees
educational programs, describe the pro-
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grams and why they would be of use.
Again, discuss the successes you have had
in the past and improvements you intend
to make in the education program.

VII. Staffing and Management.
The success of an EAP depends in large

part on the quality of the counseling and
management staff hired. An important
function of the plan will be to summarize
the qualifications and experience of the
EAP staff. Describe the credentials you
require for each position as well as a
summary of the various counseling special-
ties. Include an organization chart describ-
ing to whom, if anyone, the EAP director,
counselors, and administrative staff report.
Mention any plans for future hiring here.

VIII. Pricing.
Later in the business plan, you will outline
the pricing assumptions per enrollee per
year. It is useful, however, to explain
upfront how EAP services are priced. This
is particularly true if you have a standard
package you offer employers combined

Thousands have

called 1-800-ALCOHOL

for information on alcoholism

and drug dependency.

Get help for yourself

or someone you love,

Toll Free 24 hours a day £~ Confidential
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with additional services that you charge
incrementally. When possible, include
information as to what competing EAPs in
your service area charge for comparable
services. Finally, if you have special pricing
arrangements .with particular employers
because of volume or other specific crite-
ria, explain arrangements along with any
pricing changes for these contracts you
expect in the near future. Also include
your assumptions for changing prices for
all EAP services by year and why.

IX. Quality Control.
The trend in healthcare services is

focusing on improved clinical outcomes.
An important tool to sell the EAP to
employers will be your ability to demon-
strate financial savings and improvement
in the emotional and mental health states
of your clients. Methods to evaluate your
performance would include employee
satisfaction surveys and clinical reviews. A
separate discussion of how you intend to
monitor and deliver high quality EAP
services to employers should be provided.

AN EXTENDED CARE
TREATMENT PROGRAMfor
chemically dependent adult
women specializing to the
treatment of women since 1983.

the Gables
JCAFIO Accredited
GRAMPUS Eligible

Alcoholism and Drug Addictions with:
■ Eating Disorders
■ Psychiatric and Mental Health Programs
■ Abuse Issues
■Relationship Conflicts
■ Living skills
Offering structured daily programming
treatment provided by professional
cUnical stag'. Utilizing the 12 step
philosophy and other support services.
Lortg Tenn three to sir months Program
fnr chemtcaUy depcmdent aAult tuomen

Call Admission Intake Coordinator,
507/282-2500.
1-800-GABLES-0

604 Fifth Street S.W.
Rochester, Minnesota 55902
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X. Market Size, Strategy and Trends.
A business plan for an EAP, whether it

is for internal review or outside readers,
would be incomplete without addressing
healthcare industry trends. Given the rise
of managed care and competition, the plan
should describe. how the EAP expects to
fit into the delivery of behavioral
healthcare services. Include a brief
description of proposed federal legislation
and how it would affect EAPs, psychiatric,
addictive behavior and other mental
health providers. It is quite likely your
EAP is located in a city or state that has its
own particulars with respect to healthcare
reform. Discussion of local healthcare
trends therefore is appropriate at this
point.
On a micro level, the reader will want to

know the market size for your EAP
services. Discuss the number of employers
and related employee population. Analyze
for the reader who the other EAP provid-
ers in your market are and the market
share each provider owns. If you project
your EAP will capture enrollees from

other EAP providers, explain why. If you
expect to obtain enrollees from new or
existing companies that do not yet have an
EAP, state the rationale. In either case,
explain clearly why your marketing strat-
egy will be successful on either course.

XI. Competition.
The business plan will describe existing

EAP providers as well as those that you
expect to penetrate your market. If appro-
priate, include other behavioral health
providers that offer competing services
even though they may not be EAPs. The
reader will want to know how you distin-
guish yourself from the competition.
Examples of competitive advantages
include: lower price; better qualified staff;
and/or unique experience in particular
clinical areas.

XII. Historical Financial Information.
Assuming your EAP has been in exis-

tence for some time, provide the reader
with historical financial statements for the

continued on page 22

"HMSA is an exciting, fast-growing company offering services to the largest EAP and
managed care clients in the world. We are continuing to add experienced professionals
to our team in order to provide the highest quality programs possible. HMSA is an equal
opportunity employer who is always seeking to enhance the cultural diversity of its
professional staff."

If you are a professional holding a Ph.D. in Psychology, or a clinical MSW with at least
three (3) years experience in mental health and chemical dependency services, are
licensed in your respective field, and are interested in learning more about HMSA,
please send or fax a resume to the attention of:

HMSA
Human Resource Director

HMSA is also interested in affiliating with EAP organizations and practitioners
nationwide. Applicants must include experienced professionals who will be subject to
our rigorous quality assurance measures. Please send or fax information to:

HMSA
Affiliate Network Coordinator

Healih Management Systems of America
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BUSINESS PLAN

continued from pnge 21

last two years. Include an Income state-
ment, balance sheet, and cash flow state-
ment followed by a brief discussion of the
financial highlights for each year. In this
summary, provide pricing information, con-
tract negotiation results and a description
of how the EAP has been financed. The
Financial analysis needs to be only one or
two paragraphs, depending upon the level
of complexity of your EAP.

XIII. FSnancial Projections. Assuming the

plan covers afive-year period, there should
be an annual income statement, balance
sheet and cash flow statement for each of
the next five years. Provide first-year
financial statements on a monthly basis
with second-year financial statements on a
quarterly basis. Years three through five
require only annual financial statements.

A detailed list of assumptions should
include the financial statements. The reve-
nue assumptions should outline the price
the EAP will charge per enrollee, the
number of enrollees expected and any large

The ~3►,ge of Reason
has come to addiction care

The solutions your clients are searching for are at Forest Hospital.
Rational Recovery is a revolutionary approach to overcoming
chemical dependency. It is a simple program that helps people
get sober, get better, and get on with life, Period. No lifetime
meetings, labels, denial-and-disease talk. And it is a program that
welcomes newly recovering and l2-step resistant people.

Counselors, therapists and physicians are excited about
Rational Recovery because it is an effective option for clients
who can't "work the steps:' Third party payers are enthusiastic,
tc~o. More ~of their insured now participate in their own treatment
planning, letting them invest more of themselves and less money
and time incost-effective and efficient treatment.

To learn more about Rational Recovery contact Forest Hospital,
a licensed Rational Recovery Hospital.

(708) 635-4100, Ext. 363

Rational Recovery
is a means to happiness, not an end in itself.

Fot~est Hospital
5bb Wilson Lane •Des Plaines, Illinois 60016
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contracts that may have discounts attached.
The expense assumptions include staff
salaries, benefits, a mlrketing budget and
legal costs.

Outline how many hours you expect
each counselor to put into such functions as
providing therapy, employee education,
supervisory training, and general admini-
stration. This will help both you and the
reader plan for additional counselors. If
you intend to offer new services, detail any
costs associated with starting these services.
Provide assumptions with respect to infla-
tion, such as those affecting price and salary
increases. The more detailed the assump-
tions and financial projections, the more
helpful and credible the plan will be for the
reader.

XIV. Timetable.
Assuming your planning process results

in a decision to start an EAP, there are
many tasks, such as site location, recruit-
ment, marketing material preparation, etc.,
that will need to be completed. Outlining
tasks and a timetable for completion will be
helpful to the reader.

XV. Conclusion or Recommendations.
The final section of the business plan

should outline your particular conclusions
and recommendations. If, for example, you
wrote the plan to seek additional financial
or labor resources, restate your needs here.
If you wrote the plan to justify starting an
EAP, highlight the reasons why. If this is an
internal document, you may want to close
with steps you recommend the EAP imple-
ment over the next several years to assure
its success. Whether you are starting,
continuing or even considering closing an
EAP, the structure and the tone of the
business plan will change.

In summary, reasons why you may want
to consider writing a business plan for your
EAP include the following:
• to determine if you should start an EAP;
or if you already operate an EAP,
• to determine if you need to alter your
$AP's pricing strategy over the next few
years;
• to assist you in planning a marketing
strategy for securing new employer con-
tracts; and
• to assist you in determining if you want
to add new services at your EAP.

Mnsi is mt i~~dependenr ronsnl~nnt ivho nssis~s compnnies in
writing their b~uiness plans rind operating their basi~iesses.
She also is director of the Bessemer Corrnwny Medicn! Censer
GAR Mnsi enn be conmc[ed nt (415) 3~F5-2200.
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Top Management's Mindset Is Major Barrier To EA Overtures

By Beatrice Harris, PhD, PC, and Mark Cohen, DSW, PC

Executives are under'i'ire because of

the greater demands t7eing made on their

leadership: downsiciug~to i~lcrease effi-

ciency; budget cuts to accumulate capital

for the next takeover; more paperwork

and meetings to handle the. transitions;

and high speed technological advance-

ment reyuiri~ig rethinking work skills

acid updates iii the way daCa are handled

and business is dine.

:Studies indicate top executives oflcn

work ten hours per day with ~idditional

time spent. on ~v~ekends. They cannot be

iiiunune to stress; so why aren't contacl-

ing EAPs?

Counseling executives takes a special-

ized understanding of their mindset. In

their owii way, they constituCe a distinct

cultin•al element that m~iy affect the

workplace as much as the more easily

recognized elements of cultural diversity.

~llIVERSITY IN 'CHINKING. 11 EA

professionals are to have the opportunity

to use their talents to serve the needs of

the "superstars" of the business world,

then it is time to look at the needs of

executives as executives define them.

Their respect and ~i}iproach to diversity

in employee populations must go beyond

ethnicity, sex and age, to include diver-

city in thi~iking and approtich t~ work.

All executives are indeed not the

same. But. there are enough commonali-

lies in this culture of tl~e "`accomplished

elite" that EA wo~~kers can find useful.

Understanding and , a~~i~~eciati~ig these

characteristics a~•e insCruniental in shap-

ing airy successful approach to execu-

tives; EA professionals have to know

their clients before they can market the

EA product. to diem.

• booking to the world of sports can

~,; sheet light on some of the values execu-

fives steer liy. EA professionals focus on

words like balance, consciousness, shar-

ing and mental healCh, perceiving them ~s

central to their focus, on helping. Execu-

fives use terms like lough-mindedness,

strength, discipline, challenge and player

to emphasize Cheir focus on wiiming and

Nbesting the competition.

When, in tho ~last~ ye1r, (wo of the five

people most often cited as influencing

O,
business decisions are the former coach

of the Dallas Cowboys and the coach of

the New York Knicks, counselors should
r take notice.

LOMI3ARDI. 'Tlie crossc>der fi•om sports
.......

W to business' is nat new. In 1967, when

Vince ~l:ombardi, the famed coach of the

Green Bay Packers, was asked to speak

at the Ametican Management. Associa-
,^
fir/

cnruin~ue~I on piiye 24
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EXECUTIVE STRESS

cnntii~~red from page 23

tions' annual personnel conference to
more than 1,000 corporate executives;
no one complained of its inappropriate-
ness. I.ombardi's words often find their
way into corporate speeches and are
worth noting for what they may reveal
about executive values:
"Fatigue makes cowards of us

a11...The harder you work, the harder it
is to surrender."

"Unless you maintain discipline (as a
leader), unless you enforce it in a perfect
manner, I think you're a potential fail=
ure at your job."
"I have no patience with the small

hurts; play with small hurts, if you're
going to play for me."
"To achieve success, whatever the job

we have, we must pay a price for success.
It's like anything worthwhile. It has a
price. You have to pay the price to win
and you have to pay the price to get to
the point where success is possible. Most
important, you must pay the price to
stay there."

• Look to the world of "specialness" to
give light to the executive mind. Execu-
tives have spent years learning to differ-
entiate themselves from others, to be
the few among the many. They wear the
crowns and live in circumstances of
distinction. They are America's noble-
men and noblewomen. They see perks
as corporate crests and signs of mem-
bership in the power club.

Special dining rooms, special bath-
rooms and special treatment herald
annual renewal of positions always
under siege. These are not just signals to
the world but positive reassurances to
executives who need to think positively.
They must see themselves as victors and
capable of championship ideas. Success
for executives is not a tenured position.

APPLYING VALUES. The executive
value system affects not only their
perceptions and responses to stress, but
also EA professionals' approaches to
helping the "accomplished elite."

• Work at the top demands extroverts;
they must be met where they are.
Working with executives requires focus-
ing on behaviors. What they can see,
they can change. What they can see,
they can evaluate—clear, hard data and
performance.

This is not to say that feelings are not
part of the work, but they should be
explored as part of their connection to
concrete outcomes, i.e., ability or inabil-
ity to execute important tasks.

• Executives are more in touch with
their bodies than their feelings. They
can be great at taking care of their
bodies. Many exercise, jog and have
personal trainers. They take pride in
participating in sports or engaging in
physically challenging experiences, such
as mountain climbing, white water raft-
ing or going on a cattle drive.

Executives use exercise to siphon
stress. They are more likely to feel the
excesses in their lives through some
physical complaint and as a result bring
it to a physician, not an EAP. Execu-
tives would make great players for
Lombardi because they play with the
.hurts! It is not uncommon for. execu-
tives, as a last resort, to seek help with
high blood pressure, back pain, chronic
headaches, and fainting.

• Executives believe they should work
harder and be tough enough to take the
pressures and stress of being top
management material. In families, when
counselors examine the difficulties chil-
dren are having, they can see the
conflicts and issues of the parents. In the
corporate world, the staff may be more
in touch with the boss's anxiety than the
boss is. Executives who drive them-
selves drive their people, sometimes
blowing off tension by losing their
tempers with staff and family members
as well.
When a researcher asked executives

the cost of their accomplishments, they
listed: Gaining weight, getting divorced
and getting into trouble with their
families.

• The more executives deny the effect
of stress, the more likely they are to turn
to self-medication. Drinking alcohol has
been an accepted practice while
conducting business for centuries. The
busy, highly stressed executive can view
drinking as a part of the milieu of doing
business and normal behavior among
successful businessmen—being a win-
ner. As commonplace as business drink-
ing is, denying stressful feelings can go
hand-in-hand with denying the adverse
impact drinking can have on anyone at

LMPLOYELASSISTANCG



work—and especially on those who
eventually develop an addiction.
When functional impairment

becomes overt in executives who
develop drinking problems, the work
groups tlicy lead increasingly falter.
Ultimately, this will result in a more
stressful work environment where the
corporate scorecard—the bottom line—
will reflect diminished effectiveness.
But since work organizations can often-
times serve to enable dysfunctional
behavior, especially in their high-level
executives, these impaired leaders resist
reaching out for help until a major crisis
occurs.
When this bottoming out process

does take place, the EAP is rarely
contacted, for it is not perceived as
being for the executive population.
Since executives are different, it is
logical to assume that they require a
different kind of help.

• Executives do not trust programs;
they rely on people they have learned to

EXCELLENCE THROUGH DIVERSITY:

Diversity &Sexual Harassment
"Best Practices"

Training &Consulting

"Recognized for our treatment of
these issues in a spirit of

camaraderie, absent of guilt and
blame, with the focus on

professional behavior, productivity
& quality organizational change."

Specialists in Reducing
Resistance to &Increasing
"Buy-In" of Diversity by
Managers &Employees

Because iYs
the right thing to do

Because it's
the necessary business thing to do

Tulin DiversiTeam Associates
5 Curtis Park Drive,

Philadephia/Wyncote, PA 19095
215-884-7325

FAX: 215-886-5515
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trust. It is not necessarily h•ue of many
entrepreneurial types, but most execu-
tivr;s are middle-aged or older. Con-
sequently, executives are more likely to
he receptive to EA counselors wl~o are
close Co them in age;. They are perceived
as having greater experience and knowl-
edge; as more likely to have fhe ability
to help; and to be more like them,
especially if the EA professionals are
owners of their own EA firms.

Executives are most likely to come to
EAPs through the reconunendation of a
YrusYed friend, or by seeing the results of
EA work in action, perhaps with a
colleague.

• If EA professionals want executives
as clients, they should accept their work
ethic. It takes hard work, very long
hours, dedication and an ongoing com-
mitment to their business goals to main-
tain their positions. EA professionals
work just as hard and are just as
dedicated, but their business goals are

cortlinued on page 26

Treatment For Adolescents
~i~ r r~;~

Now there's a grey area. .
but that's ~,~ood.

It's good because treatment needs
are i~ot black and white. They are as
individualized as adolescents them-
selves and sho~~ld be treated that
way.

At St. Anthony's Medical Cen-
ter, we oi'fer treatment programs for
chemical dependency, psychiatric
illness and dual diagnosis that pro-
videthe security ofspecialized, com-
prehensivetreatment, but also allow
patients to Uegin or continue their
recovery in the least restrictive envi-
ronment possible.

r White
Our Residential Care Program is

au important addiCion to our con-
tinuum of ri~eatirient programs for
adolescents. Rescle►iYial Care pro-
vides structured treaUnenc and an
opportunity for patients Co continue
their education through the
program's certified academic cur-
riculum.

Comprehensive programming is
provided during tl~c day, evening
and weekends.

For additional in forntatiort
about our Residential Care Pro-

~ra►~z, cc~11314/525-4400ortollfree
1800/525-2032.

St. Anthony's Medical Center
'10010 Kennerly Raad • St. Louis, Missouri 63128
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~"' elp chemically dependent employees

become productive again...

Stuyvesant Square treatment programs
offer your employees the knowledge,

skills and support they need to over-

come chemical dependence. Our indi-

vidualized programs are designed to
help recovering employees with the

challenging transition to a productive,

chemical-hee life.

Stuyvesafnt •Square
Inpatient Treatment and Aftercare

A Chemical ~ intensive treatment approach

Dependency
provides professional individualized

guidance through the phases of
Treatment Program recovery. A two-year aftercare pro-

of Beth Israel gram allows employees to continue
Medical Center receiving ongoing support.
170 East End Ave.

at 87th St., Outpatient Care
New York, NY 10128 Outpatient programs, offered in the

212 ' 8 7 0 ' 9 7 7 7
day and evening, enable your employ-
ees to stay on the job, while receiving

Outpatient Care the treatment they need.

380 Second Ave. Stuyvesant Square...a comprehensive,
at 22nd St., hospital-based chemical dependency

New York, NY 10010
program. Call us or write for our

212.614 ' 610 0 brochure.
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EXECUTIVE S'TRGSS

continued front page 25

more people-problem-oriented.
To work effectively with executives,

they must approach executive ambition
and entrepreneurial zeal for business
goals not as symptoms of a disease that
needs curing, but as acceptable choices.
If counselors treat executive lifestyles as
based on workaholic and dysfunctional
subtitles, executives will sense the judg-
ment even if it is not put into words.

Counselors more readily accept the

Youthful exposure

to competitive contact

sports gives its

participants useful

skills for business

dedication of client violinists, research-
ers or novelists because their goals are
more in harmony with the EA profes-
sion. The novelist's introduction to a
long-awaited book gives thanks to fam-
ilyfor their understanding of time spent
away: There is no like space assigned
executives in corporate annual reports.

• EAPs must change their packaging
for executive clients. It makes sense to
heighten the perception of exclusivity
by using "executive" in the title of
offering. Others have certainly tried by
calling their products "executive assis-
tance program," or "executive recovery
program." Admittedly, they are steps
above "employee assistance program"
in their appeal, but that may not be
enough of a difference to capture the
attention of executives.

Executives like power words. "Assis-
tance" is too weak a term and does not
relate to specific executive needs. A
program called "leadership training"
might fare better. It clearly and specifi-
cally indicates not only the goal but also
the approach in strong language.

References available on request.

Harris and Cohe~i are partners in Harris, Rolhe~tberg
buernntionn(, iit New York City. Harris is n psycitologis( and
fncililn(or of execu(!ve strategic planning and seminars an
consu(~ing skills n~~d stress mduc~ioir, Cohe~~ focuses on CAP
iny~lemc~un~io~i and die inq~nct employees' ~~erronnl proG-
leins crin have on die workplace.
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n the early days of employee assistance
programs, the focus was largely on sub-
stance abuse. Supervisory referrals were
viewed as the key source of clients.

Training, designed to help supervisors know
how to identify someone in need of EAP
services and make an effective referral, was a
prominent dimension of these programs. This
led to a seeming partnership arrangement
between the EA staff and supervisors. There
was an implicit understanding that in their
daily contact with employees, supervisors
were not only likely to be strategically placed
to identify appropriate candidates for referral
to the EAP, but to be part of the solution as
well.

THE SUPERVISORY CONNECTION. As
EAPs evolved, taking on more varied prob-
lems and populations, self-referrals were
encouraged. The explicit partnership. between
the EAP and supervisory personnel declined
in significance as a source of EAP activity.
Yet the rationale for a close relationship
between supervisor and EA professional
persisted.

It is the supervisors, through their adminis-
trative, educational and supportive behavior,
who assure that the work of the organization
is performed. It is supervisors, in their day-to-
day interaction with employees, who admini-
sterthe assignment of tasks to members of the
labor force. Supervisors then educate employ-
ees on specific~~knowledge and skills vital to
their job performance. And it is the supervi-
sors who interpret an employer's policies and
procedures to the employees in ways that are
either supportive, or not, of individual needs.
Thus, it is the supervisors who are instrumen-
tal in establishing the culture and. climate of
the workplace.

Today, the significance of supervisory
contributions seems, if possible, to be on the
increase as the workforce becomes more
varied and employers are seeking to be
responsive to that diversity.

Maintaining productivity with a diverse
workforce depends on the capacity of the
supervisors to treat all employees fairly and as
individuals, regardless of sex, race, age,
occupation, disability or sexual orientation.
Ensuring a workplace free-from sexual harass-
ment depends on a supervisor who under-
stands the issue, monitors the woi•ksite and
does not ignore any behavior that would

■ ■

create a hostile work environment. EAPS ALI~LI~ Va~U2

POLICY BALANCE. Accomplishing a bal-
ance between family and workplace needs
depends not only on a policy. designed to
balance those needs but also on supervisors
who interpret rules and regulations in a
flexible apd creative manner.
Much of what is required of effective

supervisors results from legislation and
supportive regulations as in the case of the
overlapping requirements for the Family and
Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and the Ameri-
cans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Providing
reasonable accommodation for qualified per-
sons with disabilities, for example, depends on
a supervisor who accepts the requirements of
the ADA and assumes responsibility for
fulfilling its mandate.
When supervisors are ill-prepared for these

responsibilities, their subordinates are likely
to experience ambiguity, stress, and social and
psychological problems. Such circumstances
make them candidates for EAP services. It is
this connection between inadequate supervi-
sion and the development of problems among
the employees that makes it worthwhile for
EAP staff to pay attention to the training
needs of supervisors.
The problems that develop in supervision

also provide the framework for the consulta-
tive and advocacy roles that often fall to EA
practitioners. The close association between
supervisors and EA professionals noted ear-
lier remains as an underlying notion in the
work of many EAPs because so much of their
clients' reality is determined by supervisors.
For workers with disabilities who require
reasonable accommodation, this may be
particularly important.

ADA IMPACT. To understand how issues of
disability in the workplace impact supervisors,
EAPs and their interrelationships, review the
requirements of the A'DA, identifying the
roles of EA professionals and supervisors in
meeting those requirements. Take specific
note of how this affects alcohol and substance
abuse problems among employees; and con-
sider what resistance might exist to the
recommended procedures as well as some
strategies to combat those barriers.

Underlying the presentation is a phi-
losophy that EAPs have a workplace opportu-

conln7uerl nn page 28

Through Mutually

Beneficial Interaction

with Supervisors in

Training Function
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AIMS Media
Puts You On

Target With ADA
Compliance

Now that the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) is legislation,
companies are looking to educate
managers in the hiring and train-
ing of individuals with disabilities,

AIMS Media, a leader in producing
and distributing training videos to
businesses for more than 35 years,
has two programs that will help
companies comply with the ADA:

A VideoGuide to (Dis)Ability
Awareness —this award-winning
show dispels misconceptions about

people with disabilities and
provides guidelines for communi-
cating effectively with those who

have specific disabilities.,q

Working Now`'— guides employers
on implementing the ADA, showing

how to navigate the interview
process smoothly and the adjust-

ments needed to help workers reach
their maximum potential.

To order, or for more
information, call:

1-800-367-2467

i
AIMS
AIMS Media

9710 veSoto Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311
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ADA
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nity and responsibility to prevent the
development of problems when and
where possible. Backed by an under-
standing of the impact of the provisions of
the ADA, there are many ways EA
professionals can help make the employ-
ment of people with disabilities a
smoother and more rewarding experience
for everybody—the person with a disabil-
ity, the supervisor and the co-workers.
The EAP can also help establish a

more productive environment for the
employing organization. A review of the
primary components in the employment
title of the ADA seems like a good place
to start. Covered employers—those with
25 or more employees (dropping to 15 in
July 1994)—are required to make rea-
sonable accommodations for otherwise
qualified employees and job applicants
who can perform the essential functions
of the job provided such accommodations
do not represent undue hardship for the
employer.

It is noteworthy that most accommo-
dations cost little, but require creative
consultation between the worker with a
disability and the supervisor. The EAP
can facilitate these negotiations.

Targeted by the ADA are workers with
a disability affecting a major life function,
those perceived as having such a disability
or those with a history of such a disability.
Observers believe there are many
ambiguities in those provisions and in the
regulations that have been issued to
support the legal requirements. Yet cer-
tain interpretations seem quite clear. The
circumstances surrounding the develop-
ment of an employment problem stem-
ming from disability may vary, including
those employees who experience diffi-
culty on the job because of:
• an existing disability which has wors-
ened;
• the onset of a new disability as a result
of an accident or illness; or
• a change in the requirements of the job
that cause difficulty for an employee who
might have apre-existing disability but
was able to perform without accommoda-
tion prior to the job change.

I'crsons who have already performed a
particular job must be regarded, prima
facie, to be qualified after the disability
develops, be it physical or mental in
origin. The question then becomes, What
reasonable accommodation will allow the
individual to continue to perform his or

her pre-existing assignment? This also
applies to substance abusers, with the
specification that they must not be abus-
ing currently.

THE EAP MESSAGE. Workers finding
themselves in such compromised condi-
tions might seek assistance from the EAP,
or their supervisors might seek consulta-
tion from the EAP, thereby involving
them in service delivery. More likely,
however, many persons, especially those
with physical disabilities, experiencing
such difficulties, would not reach out to
the EAP because it does not broadcast
the message that it is prepared to deal
with these problems. If that is the case,
the EA professionals are missing an
important opportunity to meet the needs
of the organization, its employees and its
supervisors. Thus, in light of the ADA,
the first important step for EA personnel
is to become knowledgeable concerning
the ADA and its requirements.

This can be done by attending one of
the many seminars and workshops being
offered on this issue, and by writing the
President's Committee on Employment
of People with Disabilities in Washington,
D.C. (or the related state committee,
requesting materials that explain ADA's
employment coverage).
Once informed, the EA staff needs to

make it known, throughout the organiza-
tion, that it is prepared to help should
problems arise, i.e., to define the EAP as
the appropriate place to turn for disabil-
ity-related issues. This is turf often
ignored by other worksite experts, yet
particularly appropriate for EA profes-
sionals because the presenting problems
involve the kind of case management
approach that is the bulwark of EAP
practice.

Since prevention is preferred to prob-
lem-solving, the EAP needs to develop a
variety of responses around ADA issues.
As organizational assistant on ADA com-
pliance, the EAP should help the
organization develop a clear and consis-
tent policy in its response to employees
with disabilities, backed by precise job
descriptions. It might make clear that
while flexibility is valued, informal proc-
esses without consistent responses, as
sometimes occur with sexual harassment
or family leave issues, can lead to viola-
tions that may provide the basis for legal
sanction. Further, the EAP can point out
the need for training supervisors and the
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value of policies that reward supervisors
for ADA-supportive behavior.

THE DISABILITY ISSUE. Disability is a
complex issue for supervisors. Even if they
are supportive of an employee with a
disability, they must deal with production
demands that remain unchanged unless the
employee is accommodated for an inability
to perform some customary tasks. One can
hardly fault the supervisor who experiences
ambivalence about retaining the person
with a disability under such circumstances.
The EAP can assist by helping the
organization:
• understand the reasons for possible
supervisory ambivalence,
• identify incentives that might compen-
sate the supervisor for the additional
responsibility (e.g,, include criteria con-
cerning effective ADA compliance in the
performance-appraisal process for super-
visors or cover part or all of the wage of an
accommodated .employee so the supervi-
sor's department benefits from extra help
rather than having the additional salary

q '~;

Cascade
School

A fully-accredited, coeducational residential
school that specializes in working with
underachieving adolescents who are having
problems at'school and at home and who
may be experiencing emotional difficulties.

Counseling in personal growth and
development
Full college preparatory curriculum

• Year- round instruction grades 8-12
Beautiful 250 acre mountain setting

•Wilderness challenge program
Warm, nurturing environment

P.O Box 9, Whitmore, CA 9609(
(916) 472-3031
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burden of carrying a less than fully func-
tional employee),
• provide consultation and support to the
supervisor to help find the best solutions to
accommodation needs and other present-
ing issues, and
• enhance supervisory function by trlining
on ADA and communication skills that are
vital to negotiating an accommodation with
an employee who faces the functional
limitations of disability.

A TRAINING STRATEGY. The SAP
can develop a training program with sup-
port from, or in a supportive role to, the
training unit, the EEO unit or other
departments within the organization, e.g.,
safety and environmental health, benefits
and risk management, to reflect the com-
plexity of the supervisory role. Information
about the impact of disability might be a
starting point. When considering the job
performance of a person with a disability,
diagnosis has proven to be irrelevant.
Rather, the focus needs to be on functional
limitations in relation to the specific

demands of the employee's task, routine
and relationships at work.
From the perspective of helping workers

realize their full potential and prepare for
promotional opportunities, the supervisor
needs to assess how the employee's func-
tional limitations relate to the essential
tasks, the frequency with which they are
performed and the ways in which those that
cannot be performed might lie distributed
among co-workers.

Issues of routine—including rest time to
mitigate fatigue levels, time needed to
attend to treatment requirements or sched-
uling that allows the avoidance of rush hour
travel—warrant consideration for both
ADA and FMLA compliance.

Relationships must be established that
neither overprotect nor avoid contact with
the person with the disability. Com-
munication patterns should be clear, and
allow the employee to be assertive about
his or her needs and able to negotiate
effectively for the constructive conditions
that are vital to achieving optimal work

continuer) on page 33
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—helping the people you serve to health and wholeness.

People in pain don't want a lot of words. They
~ want the RIGHT words. Enter the 24 all new,

pamphlet-size Caresteps offering a more
~t,ti~~,~ compact, practical care publication to touch
t~~~, 5~,~c~~ on life's challenges. Themes include: Work
;,, Yulu' 1-'f`' and Family—Self Esteem—Anxiety—

~" ~ Stress—Managing Time—Facing
Change —Job Problems —and more.

' ~
-~. ~. , ~"' ' ~"~. °,. Caresteps are attractively designed

4 ~~ri.r,~tn~ and~appeali~ngly written to serve
{c,tu to diverse populations with regard to

N~ndli~lg M~~,ia;;~ employment, life concerns, educa-
)ob " y~tar T~~rl~ tion, and religious persuasion. ,
pro~li'~?~~ Write or call for sample kit today:

1-800-3 2 5-2 511.

• • ONE CARING PLACE

~iRING Dept. 0236
r =~ PLACE St, Meinrad, IN 47577

~ i ~.J t
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ALCOHOL AND DROG RISCOVEIiY CGN1'ER

CRISIS LINE
CALL NOW: 285-T.~.A.M.(832G)
~~Dedlc«ted to Making n Diffe~r~~ce"

We ~re a small, comfortable inexpensive chemi-
cal dependency program -with Beech Village
living accommodations. We are 12-step ori-
entcd and offer discrete, personal treatment ou

every level.
'fill? TN;AM MF,ASURGS "ONG THIN(:"...RI?SUCI'S!

NO'P POR PROFIT'

1100 Sawgrass Village, Suite A
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082 (904) 285-6688
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La Amistad
Residential Treatment Center

The right choice when more than
acute psychiatric care is necessary.

•Children
• Adults
• Adolescents
• Full Psychiatric
• Dual Diagnosis
• JCAHO
• OCHAMPUS

1-800-433-1122
In Florida 1-800-367-4833
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Classifieds Get Results.

affordable

Extended Treatment
for women Dual diagnosis

Chemical dependency
Codependency

~~ Eating disorders
.,.~ _ Sexual trauma

719-784-6337

G%G'~/ 
521 W. 5th St.

"~", Florence, CO 81226
of Colorado

JCAHO
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Complete Confidential
Employee Assistance
Program Services

62 E. Wheeling Street
Washington, PA. 15301

FAX: 412-228-2277
Within Southwest PA.
Call 1-800-281-7150
24 Hour Crisis Line

412-222-7150

In Our

Third Decade

Providing

Mental Health ~

Addiction Treatment
• Addiction Recovery Program

• Adulc Mental Health Program

• Dual Diagnosis Program

• Detox/I?valuation

•Day IIosl~italization Programs

• Offering Complete Mental

Health ~ Acicliction OuCpatient

Services

(609) 497-3300
24 Hour

Inpatient Admissions
~Iccc/~lec! bl' ~Yius! Ltsnru~~ces

YRINCN:I~N(~ HOUSE
A Ilnl'I' ()I' I'IIN. bl l~.l )I(:AI (.I:N'I'I?li A'f I'ItI N(:I~: I'()N

)b5 FIerrontown 1toaJ, Princeton, 1~jJ 08540

¢racieG~~I ~e
51~~18(e
Hospl~al

!i L~r~vate

• EXPERT PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT

• INTENSIVE INPATIENT
DUAL-FOCUS PROGRAM

- Treatment of mental illness
and chemical addiction

• COMPREHENSIVE OUTPATIENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM

- Ambulatory Detoxification available

35 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE

Gracie Square Hospital
420 East 76th Street
New York, NY 10021
(212) 988-4400

Most Insurance Plans Accepted

Fully accredited by the Joint Commission of
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations
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Reserve Space Today.
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KidsPeace National
Cent~eis ~forKids inCrisisr°

• Campus-, community- and family-
based residential care

• Diagnostic: acute/shelter care
• Partial hospitalization
• Day Treatment Program
• Intensive Treatment Family Program
• Family Development Program
•Psycho-education
•Crisis intervention
• Parent training
• Corporate Behavioral Health
Management

KidsPeace, a private, not-for-profit organization,
has been "Halting, Helping and Healing" the pain
of kids in crisis since 1882.

Accredited by Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations, The American Association of Psychiatric Servicesfor
Children, and Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools.
Accepting most major insurers.

~1~ KINNIC FALLS

Rirtnie FallsAtcohol- Drug Abuse Services, lnc.
900 S. Orange Srr`eer, River Falls, wsconsin 5402?

For Information Call

1-800-726-0526
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`` PENN
-' FOUNDATION

807 Lawn Avenue

Sellersville, Pa. 18960

(215) 257-6551

Counseling for Individuals,

Families, Couples,

Children, Adults

. mental .emotional .family conflict
•work-related stress .financial

24-hour Info &Referral
1-800-245-7366

• Employee Assistance Programs
• Mental Health Services
• Drug &Alcohol Services
• Mental Retardation Services

We Can Help, Because We Care
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2~e Lyt(e Group

MANAGGMCNT CONSULTING
Advisory service utilizing specialized knowledge,

skills, and experience for problem solving, program
implementation, and human resource development

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
Broad brush programs providing nationwide 24-hour
assistance for management and labor organizations

MANAGED CARE SERVICES
Comprehensive systems providing cost effective,

quality driven, prevention-oriented services

DRUG AND ALCOHOLTESTIIVG PROGRAMS
Developmeht, implementation, auditing and
management of programs specializing in
Department of Transportation regulations

CORPORATC OCFICE
15 S. Montgomery Street
Hollidaysburg, PA 1G648

REGIONAL OFFICES
Pittsburgh, PA Tampa/Lakeland, FL

(S14) 695-1147 (800) 327.7713
FAX: (814) 696-1156
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Florida's 1st Coast Leaders...
Your 1st Choice!

~ 1-800-EAP-WRKS(327-9757)
Cynthia Persico, Direcror

Specializing in Quality EAP
Services Nationwide

Classified Ads Get Results!

Improve Overall
Employee Health
Through Smoking
Control Training
for all Smoking

Employees and Smoking
Management Skills for Supervisors.

With the AMS Smoking
Management System you can

reduce the number of

smoking employees by over

~0%, and reduce absenteeism

and Lztilization of health

services. It's working at 3,800

smoke-free worksites.

/aMS~-'1
Ask for the tree introdu<tory video:

1.800.668.7225 Fax: 1.214.401.1938
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Reserve Your Ad Space Today

(817) 776-9000
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~~ UIT SMART.M
Stop Smoking Kits &Training
• Help employees stop smoking.

• Used at DuPont, Cargill, NASA, ALCOA.
• Less than haN the cost of other methods.

• Developed by the director, Duke Medical
Center Stop Smoking Program.
• Train-the-Trainer certification seminars

-San Antonio, TX, June 9 & 10
- Charleston, SC, October 28 & 29

Call: 919-644-0736
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Stop Smoking
Recovery Programs

INPATIENT

"You Do Not Have To Want To Stop
Smoking To Become A Nonsmoker. "

1-800-547-7867
David C. Jones, Director

P.O. Box 16656 W. Palm Beach, FL 33416

LITTLE, GAFFNEY & ASSOC.
PRESENTS:

'the Highest Qcr.ality,
Most Complete Training Resource
.for Mastering Corporate Change

!~ C0111Iri017 SC11SC

Comprehensive Approach to Building
a Healthy Organization.

1-800-776-8684
ALl Training Mn~erinls Ftu~nisherl.

~♦
TheLexingtonGroup
A National LAP Provider

Ch~irles F. Pilkington, CEAP
President

(800) 676-HELP

+~ Employee Assistance Services

+~ Managed Behavioral Healthcare

++ Critical Incident Debriefing

>• Dependent Care Resource/Refe«al

+i leadership Development Programs

+~ Personal Suppod Programs

— ROBERT T. DORRIS &ASSOCIATES INC.
s

~ 1-800-436-7747
- 8 0 0- 4 D O R R IS
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RESOURCE EAP INC.
Employee Assistance Program Con-
sultants—providing services nation-
wide. 1046 Riverside Ave., Jackson-
ville, FL 32204. Contact: Bob Appleby
at 1-800-421-REAP (7327).

Varied Directions, A-V Producer &Distributor
has free catalogues featuring selceted audio and
video programs on survival techniques for those
with cancer and sexual assault recovery. Info
avail161e on Gift From Within, anon-profit that
has educational materials on post-tr.wmatic stress
disorder. Write to Joyce c/o (9 Elm St. Dept EAJ,
Camden ME 04843 or call 1-800-R88-523(.

Professional (Malpractice)
Liability Insurance For

• Employee Assistance Programs
• Managed Health Care
• Individuals
• Alcohol &Drug Rehab Centers
• Group Homes and Halfway Houses
• Hospitals
•Counseling Centers
• Drinker-Driver Programs
• Outpatient Centers
• Drug &Alcohol Clinics
• Directors and Officers Liability

(Nonprofit) Agencies &Boards

Thomas E. Van Wagner
Insurance

21 Maple Avenue
P.O. Box 5710

Bayshore, N.Y. 11706
(516) 666-1588 • (800) 735-1588

FREE SAMPLES!
FOR EAPS

Help your employees deal with parenting problems.
Reduce stress, increase on-the-job productivity. Low-
cost handouts and "Take-One Information Centers"
cover 30 topics: single parenting, divorce, latchkey
kids, discipline, family violence, drugs, school. Plus
FREE Buyer's Guide with over 550 resources. Call
1-800-99-YOUTH or write The Bureau For At-Risk
Youth, 645 New York Ave., Huntington, NY 11743.

OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPISTS

Immediate openings for supervisory and staff occupational
therapists positions as commissioned officers in the United
States Navy in Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Florida, California, and Japan.

Areas include orthopedics, neurology, plastic surgery, pediat-
rics, and vascular surgery. Progressive programs in hand
therapy, upper and lower extremity splinting, pressure garments,
burns, pediatrics therapy, work hardening programs, etc.

Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy and certification by
the American Occupational Therapy Certification Board are
required. Salary varies based on education and work experi-
ence.

Talk to a Navy Medical Program officer today, or call
1-800-USA-NAVY
Ask for Operator 22
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EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM CONSULTANT

The U.S. Public Health Service/Division of Federal Occupational
Health has an immediate need for F/T employee assistance
professionals to serve as independent contractors to assist in
operation of national program. This position requires highly-skilled
professionals capable of identifying overall programmatic needs
and methods of enhancing program effectiveness. Duties include:
site visits, meeting with key personnel, client record reviews, report
preparation, etc. Qualified candidates must have either Ph.D. in
psychology or MSW degree, appropriate license, and previous
EAP administrative experience.
Nationwide travel is required. Interested candidates should send
cover letter, resume, and hourly compensation request to:

PHS/DFOH, 105 West Adams
13th Floor

Chicago, IL 60603
Attno Wendy Gray

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

ADA

continued from page 29

performance. (EA professionals might
counsel employees about communication
skills during supervisory training.)
The supervisor is the key link to

successful employment of persons with
disabilities. Supervisors' sensitivity to
problems the disabled workers face and
initiative in developing strategies to help
them overcome the problems are funda-
mental to successful job maintenance. For
those who have taken time off because of
disability, research has shown that the
perceived flexibility of the supervisor and
the employee's perception of whether or
not the supervisor wants the employee
with a disability back determine the length
of time away from the job and the
probability of return to work.

SUPERVISORY TASKS. An enumera-
tion of the supervisor's many disability-
related tasks clarifies the significance of
the role and the scope of EAP training
content. It is the supervisor's responsibility
to:
• identify the person for whom disability
results in a problem with performance;
•assess the need for, and appropriateness
and reasonableness of, an accommodation;

• maintain ongoing contact with the indi-
vidual as the job and/or the condition
change;
• educate co-workers concerning the divi-
sion of labor that will be implemented as
part of the reasonable accommodation
effort and the support needed from each;
• conduct ongoing evaluation of the
impact of the situation on the entire work
unit;
• monitor and offer a performance
appraisal of the individual with a disabil-
ity;
• prepare to change the conditions as the
situation warrants;
• identify any safety problems and insti-
tute prevention programs; and
• reduce the number of persons experi-
encing unaccommodated disability and
contribute to the containment of costs
associated with their continued employ-
ment.

Intimated here has been the fact that
the EA professionals and supervisors have
shared problems and reciprocal interests
that lead to opportunities for EA person-
nel to develop programs for supervisors
that are mutually beneficial. Because EA
professionals sense employee needs and
are aware of supervisory demands, they

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE
PROGRAM COUNSELOR

SPRINGS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

A Masters Degree in Human Services
with experience in counseling and
assessment may provide you an
immediate opportunity#o join the most
prestigious employee assistance pro-
gram in South Carolina,

Previous counseling experience is
required. CEAP preferred. The ideal
candidate will have experience with
multiaxial evaluations, critical incident
debriefing and management consulta-
tion. The office will be based in
Lancaster, SC, but some travel to
satellite locations will be required.

Send resume to:
Julie Ghent or Nancy Roden

SPRINGS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
800 W. Meeting Street
Lancaster, SC 29720

EOE

can devise a responsive training agenda. It
should identify the skills and knowledge of
ADA needed, and the intangible inter-
personal and intrapsychic accommodation
that can be fulfilled by acustom-tailored
training initiative.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES. The EAP
can serve the organization in relation to
the ADA beyond its work with supervi-
sors. It maybe able to guide the employee
to appropriate and quality care that may
mitigate or even remedy the functional
incapacity that precipitates some present-
ing problems identified by supervisors.
At the same time, EAP referrals can

help control the medical care costs expe-
rienced by the employing organization.
This has traditionally been the role of
EAPs in relation to mental illness and
substance abuse problems, It is a modest
increment in its customary practice for EA
professionals to become knowledgeable
about the rehabilitation and vocational
resources'of the community and to`make
referrals to these facilities and services.
As well, the EAP can be .the eyes and

ears of the human resources department,
sensing when the organization may be

cpn[ina~e~l 0~2 page 34
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"A center for growing concern"

\• ~ ~ ~
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Offering Assistance in Addictions,
Compursions and Trauma Recovery

Specialists in working with
dissociative disorders

Intensive day treatment in conjunction
with inpatient program for those persons
who don't require hospitalization.

Totally smoke-free environment

Halterman Center
614-852-1372, Ext 500

210 N. Main St., London, Ohio 43140

n ~~rograin of Madison County Hospital, Inc.
iCAH Acrrecli~ecl. Ti•eatinent covered by most insLirance plans
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experiencing difficulty with meeting Uic
requirements of particular legislation,
such as the ADA. Individual clients may
share tales of harassment and lack of
accommodation that place the entire
employing organization in jeopardy.
Without identifying particular .violators
of ADQ requirements, the EAP staff can
suggest general locations where training
or monitoring might be advantageous.
The very existence of the EAP pro-

motes the ability of the employer to offer

a workplace climate that is conducive to

meeting the needs of employees with
disabilities and their supervisors.
The American workplace is experi-

encing fundamental changes that have
been well-publicized and extensively dis-
cussed elsewhere. The ADA represents
just one legislative initiative in this.
changing landscape; but it offers EA
professionals an ideal opportunity to
contribute positively to the achievement
of a competitive, productive. workplace.
The compatibility of the ADA require-
ments, the needs of supervisors and the
capacities of EAP personnel can be
exploited in the interest of reinforcing
the value of the EAP and the competi-
tive success of the organization of which
it is a part.

HELPFUL RESOURCES.
Akabas SH, Gates LB and Galvin DE

Galvin (1992). Disability Management: A
Complete System to Reduce Costs,
Increase Productivity, Meet Employee
Needs and Ensure Legal Compliance.
New York: AMACOM.
Americans with Disabilities Act Hand-

book, published by the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission
and the U. S. Department of Justice. in
October 1992, and available from the
U.S. Government Printing Office,
Superintendent of Documents, Mail
Stop 3SOP, Washington, DC 20402-9328
(ISBN 0-16-038148-7).

Job Accommodation Network (JAN),
available 24 hours per day, without
charge, to advise on accommodations;
(800),526-7234.

Presidents Committee on Employ-
ment of People with Disabilities, 1331 F
Sri•eet N. W., Washington, DC 20004-
17 07; (202) 376-6200.

Aknbns ie direcmr oJ' Ilie Worhp(ace Cerdcr, Coltuitl~in
University School of Sbcinl Work in New Ydrk City.
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EA PROFESSIONALS
Upcoming release!
Emotion &Culture:

Empirical Studies of Mutual Influence
Edited by Shinobu Kitayama and Hazel Rose Marcus

Examines the increasing evidence that emotions are not discrete
"hardwired" biological events, but are influenced and shaped through social,
cultural, and linguistic processes. By integrating a diversity of scientific ap-
proaches, Emotion and Culture goes a long way toward showing that culture
penetrates deeply into virtually every component process of emotion: cognitive,
linguistic, and even physiological and neurochemical elements. Available May
1994. Approximately 320 pages. Hardcover.

Best seller! Now in its 3rd printing!
The Clinical Practice of Career Assessment:

Interests, Abilities, and Personality
by Rodney L. Lowman

'A treasure trove of ideas... Counseling and clinical psychologists, whatever their
level of training and experience, should learn something new from this guide. 1 did."
--John Holland. 1991. 318 pages.

New release!
Counseling and Psychotherapy

of Work Dysfunctions
by Rodney L. Lowman

This theory-based book demonstrates the importance of work and the

work environment while examining common psychological hurdles to occupational

happiness. In the first systematic treatment of this topic, the author examines

Yes! Please send me the following books:

current literature and proposes a new, clinically useful taxonomy of diagnosis for
work-relateddysfunction. Numerous case examplesillustratethemainareasofthe
taxonomy and the psychotherapeutic lechniques most promising for successful
intervention. Several broad areas of work dysfunction are examined, including
overcommitment and burnout, undercommitment and fear of success and failure,
work-related anxiety and depression, and personality disorders in the workplace.
1993. 333 pages.

Stress &Well-Being At Work: Assessments and
Interventions for Occupational Mental Health

Edited by James Campbell Quick,
Lawrence R. Murphy, and Joseph J. Hurrell, Jr.

A s/nthesis of empirical research efforts, idiographic inquiries, and
conceptual reviews; Stress and Well-Being at Work brings epidemiological and
public health concepts of prevention into the arena of occupational mental health
-- a critical public issue. Written in a manner to inform without being unduly
technical, this volume serves as abroad-based resource book for those concerned

with work design and mental health. 1992. 372 pages. Softcover.

Psychotherapy in Managed Health Care:
The Optimal Use of Time &Resources

Edited by Carol Austad and William H. Berman

This pioneering volume is the first to present in-depth descriptions of

the organizational structure and clinical implementation of specialized mental

health service programs for specific patient populations of clinical symptoms, Get

the best state-of-practice information on mental health care within the managed

care setting with Psychotherapy in Managed Health Care! 1991. 285 pages.

Hardcover.

Title/ISBN Price Item # # of copies

Emotion &Culture: Empirical Studies of Mutual Influence
1-55798-224-4 Hardcover $40.00 4318300

The Clinical Practice of Career Assessment: Interests, Abilities, and Personality
1-55798-106-X Hardcover $37.50 4317110

1-55798-11'9-1 Softcover $19.50 4317210

Counseling and Psychotherapy of Work Dysfunctions
1-55798-204-X Hardcover $39.95 4317370

1-55798-205-8 Softcover $24.95 4317380

Stress &Well-Being At Work: Assessments and Interventions for Occupational Mental Health
1-55798-175-2 Softcover $35.00 4318190

Psychotherapy in Managed Health Care: The Optimal Use of Time &Resources
1-55798-108-6 Hardcover $40.00 4317140

Sub Total
Shipping &Handling ($3.50 U.S.; $5.00 non-U.S.)

Ship to:

Add

City State Zip

Method of Payment
Check or Money Order made payable to APA
VISA or MasterCard

Card No. Exp. Date
Institutional Purchase Order No.

Sub-total

Orders from the United Kingdom, Europe, Africa, or the Middle East

should be sent to: American Psychological Association, 3 Henrietta

Street, Covent Garden, London, WC2E 8LU, England. Call 071-

240-0856. Phone-Free 0-800-526-830. Fax 071-379-0609. All
other orders should be sent to: American Psychological Associa-

tion, Book Order Dept, PO Box 2710, Hyattsville, MD 20784-0710,
USA. Or call 1-800-374-2721 (In DC 202-336-5510) and use your
VISA or MasterCard. TDD/TTY 202-336-6123. Fax 202-336-5502.
All orders must be prepaid unless accompanied by an Institutional
Purchase Order. Allow 2-4 weeks for UPS delivery (UPS cannot
deliver to P.O. Boxes.)
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Let us show you how we can be one of
your most unexpected resources.

Our Managed Health Care .Directors can be ~ valuable
I"CSOUI"CC l0 )/OU ~~nd your clients, providing information about
treatment options and the responsiUle use of pharmaceuticals.

Our goal, lifce yours, is to allow clients to return to work
quickly rind productively. To find out more about how we can

help, call 1-800-253-8600, extension 3-4256.

A Valuable Partner in Managed Health Care

01993 The Upjohn Company
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